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‘The Good Woman Of Setzuan’ 0 pens December 8
In Sequoia Theater; Second Production Of Season
Student Forensics Team
Members Place High

Fraternity

Granted
A 30 day wait is the only thing
that seperates the Tau Kappa Epsilo. fraternity from its new house
at Laurel Ave. The Tekes were

Carme n
Bain alone could not dampen the spirit, Pat McDowell, Nancy Mendes, McDonald
n,
Karen
Robertso
Lou
Mary
only the wetness of defeat eventually washed |
away the smiles of Song Queens (left to right) Judy Warren.

Lynn Ricker Named
To Executive Spot

Activities
Program
Surveyed

have emphasized

the ne-

cessity of all students answering
the questions on the survey frankly so a complete evaluation of
HSC activities can be made.

rises OK
Snack-Bar In
Campus Center
Lumberjack

Enterprises has ear

marked $1,996
of a snack-bar

for the installation
in the Campus Ac-

tivities Center.
The snack-bar will be an extension of the Cafeteria and will be
managed by Robert Olds, Cafeteria manager. Olds says that the

snack-bar is still “in the pre-planning stage.”

Plans for
pizza oven,
and

soft

The

equipment

for the facilities has already been
selected and set aside for purchase.
Olds points out that the bar
will have to pay its own way. It
this is not realized, the equipment

will be moved into the Cafeteria
and used there.
Tentative time schedule for the
bar

is

from

8

a.m.

until

campus.

student body president Bill Tur| ner to replace the vacant position
of the associated student body exHelen
left by
secretary
ecutive
executive
hour
two
a
at
Wilson
|
council meeting Tuesday.
Miss Wilson, who turned in her
resignation effective Nov. 29 of
‘this year, was forced to leave her
| position because of personal prob-

council

lems forcing her to drop from college.
The

5

p.m.,

and from 7 p.m. until 10:30.
The room where the pool tables
are located is being thougift of as
a dining room for the snack-bar.

Miss

accepted,

Wilson’s

with

re-

resignation

Miss
and unanimously approved
Ricker, a Gold Key member.
In other business, the Board of
Finance
recommended
that
the
original $800 that was allocated
i
year for this year’s budget
and cut, be given to the Lumber|jack to improve its financial status.
Student
body
treasurer
Dick
Griffith
said
the
student
body

funds

were

in

good

shape

after

football and that no great problems would arise out of the allot-

ment.

Miss

the

Schoenbeck

total

amount

Clark

replaced

chairman

of

Dave

the

Hugh

Crane

as

constitution

re-

vision committee.
Clark said he
was forming a larger committee
and hoped to have a “rough form”

for the council to look at around
Christmas.
Crane was forced to give up
his chairmanship because of holding down the chairmanship of the
Leadership Conference and not
having enough time to handle both
jobs.

The

Mercy

Bowl

coordination

to another |rep-at-large

Pam

drive,
of

Clark

Schoenbeck

under
and

will

|continue for a few more days on

by

request

th

Arcata

Planning Commission on Nov. 15.
The body changed the classification from a residential area to
an R-2 zone. This enables a fraternity house to be established.
Despite the fact that they have
received an okay from the college,
neighboring
homeowners
and
other parties concerned, they still
have to wait 30 days for anyone
to voice their objections to the
move. On Dec. 22, they will receive the final decision.

The

house,

formerly

owned

by

Kirk Cooper, has three floors. The
upper
floor includes
four
bed-

told the

hasn’t

been tabulated as yet but that she
hoped for a final figure in the
near future.
Upon the request of Turner, the
council appropriated $40 as a total
amount of money to help start a
Gallery of past student body presidents.
The money will pay for pictures |
and frames of the last 25 student |
body presidents. The purpose of |
the gallery given by Turner was
to help create the Campus Activities Center and give the visiting
alumni something to remember at
Humboldt
during
their
college
years.
Turner also read to the council
a letter he received from the student body president at Chico State
College. The letter concerned the
stolen letters and Chico State banner by Humboldt State students
at the Humboldt State vs. Chico|
State football game recetnly.
The letter also revealed that two
of the three Humboldt State football parkas that Chico State students stole from Humboldt were
being returned and that if the oth-|
er one couldn’t be found, Humboldt would be reimbursed in cash

After a short discussion,
the
council passed the Board’s recommendation for the $800.
Upon
Dewey
Riscioni’s statements, the council aproved to distribute the Humboldt State Col- payment.
In return, Chico asked for their |
lege
magazine,
the
Hilltopper,
free of charge to the student body. letters and banner. Vice president |
Don Daniels said the banner was |
Riscioni, business manager for
in a safe storage place and would
the Hilltopper told the council that
be returned upon settlement of the
with the $400 gained from the adparkas but that he, as well as the
vertising and $175 allotted from
other council
members
did not
the student body, the staff had a
know the whereabouts of the letsurplus of $40. He said this would
ters.
enable the delivery of the HillJack Moore, activities commis- |
topper, late this semester, to be sioner, requested approval of Rick
given free of charge to associated
Stromberg as the 1962 Homecom-|
body members instead of the usual
ing chairman and Carlotta Ander25. cent fee.
son as chairman of the 1962 Dad’s
The council also approved the
Day. After some discussion on
insertion of the college literary how the persons were appointed,
magazine, the Toyon, in the Lum- the council approved both selecberjack so more students will be tions.

The equipment located in the room [the

now will be relocated
area in the building.

council

gret,

for a able to receive it.
Representative-at-Large,
coffee

the bar call
sandwiches,

drinks.

by

appointed

was

Ricker

Lynn

Do you feel the present activities program meets the needs and
students? All
interests of HSC
students will be asked to
HSC
answer this question on an activities survey to be placed in student boxes Mon., Dec. 4.
The survey is to determine what
activities students are participating in and how the program can
is
student
Every
be improved.
questions
the
to answer
asked
quite frankly and return the surveys to the ballot box placed in
the student mail room.
be asked what
will
Students
departmental, social, service, and
religious clubs they are membres
of; what offices they have held;
what committees they have servhave
they
sports
what
ed on;
played; and what activities they
have participated in and attended.
Kate Buchanan, Dean of Activities, and Art Dalianes, Activities

Adviser,

and

their

Debate Squads Will
r at Weed Meet
'e'

Members of the Humboldt State
and Chico State debate and oral
interpretation squads will present
a forensics program at Callege of
the Siskiyou’s in Weed, Dec. 9,
to help that college start a forensics program.
Admission
price
charged
the
will go
public for the program
to directly further the forensics
program at College of the Siskiyou’s, according to Dr. Edward
of
professor
associate
Steele,
|
speech.

rooms,

bathroom

and

two

storage

closets. The middle floor consists
of a living room, kitchen, dining
room,

another

bedroom,

wash-

room and a storage room. A veranda
is also included. There
is
also a basement where a playroom
and some storage closets are located.

According
to
Marc
Lafleur,
Teke historian ,the fraternity has
many plans for further developmeat of the house.
The primary objective is to provide more sleeping quarters. The
house, at the present time, can
accomodate approximately 20 men.

Resolution Is

Passed By
HSC Professors
The
Association
of California
State College Professors (A.C.S.
C.P.) unanimously passed a resolution Oct. 19 calling for a reinstatement of faculty discounts at
the College Book Store.
Faculty discounts were discontinued Nov. 1 by the Lumberjack
Enterprises Executive Board.

The

fatulty

petition

calls

for

reinstatement of the discount on
the grounds that long traditional
rights should not be “removed arbitrarily and out of hand.”
The
resolution shows that it is traditional for faculty members to receive
discounts
in
bookstores
whether privately owned, cooperatively owned,-or student controlled. Book publishers also give discounts to faculty members.
Because of the petition, a committee
has
been
appointed
by
President Siemens to study policies regarding faculty discounts.
Mrs. Carolyn Falkenberg is chairman of the committee.
Bill Turner, associated student
body president, stated that “a discount is fine, but if anyone should
get it, the students should.”
“A
student must pay his way through
school while the faculty members
are getting paid.”
Until Nov. 1, faculty members
were receiving a 10 percent discount on all items in the book
store.
They now pay the same
prices as the student.

Humboldt State College Professors Voice Opinions
On Controversial Book, Tropic of Cancer’
By BARBARA OBERDORF
aff Writer
“‘Tropic of Cancer’
— moral or
immoral?”
“‘Tropic of Cancer’—worthy or
unworthy of public readership?”
These and many other questions
have
circulated
the
Humboldt
State College campus since the
recently experienced ban on selling the books in Humboldt County
and many Bay Area counties.
To shine local light on the sub-

ject, Randolph Hudson, associate
professor of English, was asked
some

questions

about

the contro-

versie) Henry Miller novel.

According to Hudson, “Miller life a romantic attractiveness, make
maintains social values by showing | it seem more fun, are the ones
ugly life as ugly. He gives accur- which have an impact on the readate pictures of a very sorted life, er’s behavior.
“The old Confidential and the
showing how unpleasant and unattractive this type of existance is. Playboy, however, have a huge
of the
“Because he does this, I think impact on the behavior
‘Tropic of Cancer’, Mil“Tropic of Cancer” is quite a| reader. In
values.”
moral book. In my opinion, the ‘ler reinforces traditional
Should it be placed on the colmore honest the book is the less
lege bookshelfs?
immoral it is.”
“Tt isn’t my place to say whethWould
readers be swayed
by
or not it should be. But if a perer
its content?
“The reader is not enticed by son is driven to read this book
this type of life, he is repelled by it’s because he needs to know
it, he doesn’t desire to imitate it. something he doesn’t already

Books

which

give

this kind of! know. If he is looking for straight’

answers and honesty,
it in Miller’s book.”

What
County

about

the

he will

find

Humboldt

ban?

“It is unfortunate

Differs
From Usual

In Inter-State Contest

Rezoning
granted

Play Style

that one per-

son has such control over whether
or not a book should be banned.

Rawlinson and Hines won three
of five of their debates, with Rawlinson taking first in every round
to of the negative position debates.

Four Humboldt State. students
placed high in the Western Speech
Tournament held at Fresno State
over the vacation,
Dr. Edward Steele,
fessor of speech.

according
associate pro-

Dr. Steele expressed satisfaction
over the performances of John
Rawlinson, Larry ‘Hines, Linda
Dungan and Marilyn Wilson who
competed

for

68 schools from
including

Humboldt

against

15 western states,

Alaska and

Hawaii.

Dr. ° Griffith’ s
Assembly Talk:
“Arab Countries’

Rawlinson

Marilyn

Trustees Board
Adds Telonicher
Professor Fred Telonicher was
elected as a representative to the
Board of Trustees according to
the report of the general faculty
election committee
consisting of
Dr. Frank Matsler, chairman, Dr.
Lincoln Chao, Dr. Thomas Clark,
Dr. Edward Steele, and Professor
Arthur Stegeman.
This election took place at the
request of Chancellor
Gallagher
and the Board of Trustees who
asked that faculties of state colleges send their Academic Senate
Chairman
plus one elected representative to a meeting in Fresno
on Dec. 7.
Professor
Dobkin,
Academic
Senate Chairman, will attend the
Dec.
7 meeting with
President
Siemens and Professor Telonicher.
This meeting is to discuss a tentative draft of rules being considered by the Board of Trustees
regarding promotion
and tenure
for state college faculty members.
All college employees have received
a copy of the proposed
rules. This draft along with the
report of the Academic Senate’s
tenure and promotion policy committee will be discussed at a meeting on Thursday Nov. 30 at 4 p.m.

for

Wilson,

a

freshman

man from Fortuna High.
Dr. Steele and Milton Dobkin,
chairman of the division of language arts, were the faculty members accompanying
the students
to Fresno. Dr. Steele acted as debate coach and judge, Mr. Dobkin is speech coordinator for the
tournament.

Ari Exhibit
With Chrisimas
Theme
at HSC

tion

The Humboldt State art department has brought a Christmas exhibit to the campus featuring hand

prints

by

two

well-known

San

Francisco Bay Area artists, Emmy Lou Packard and Byron Randall. Now living in Mendocino, the
husband-wife team has exhibited
extensively in Southern California.
These hand prints are examples

of the oldest known printing technique.

Inking

ed

the

in

of the prints

only

printing

result-

methods

of the Middle Ages. The medium
has proved durable because of the
interest in its singular beauty.
Prints by Randall are carved
on mahogany plywood.
The ink
used has an oil base and is printed
on Japanese Kochi and Kozu paper.
Miss Packard is showing prints
carved in linoleum. Some of them
are made with as many as nine
colors. The color blocks are sometimes cut separately in order to
be assembled in different ways.
Oil-base inks were used as well
as litho and letterpress.
Undercolors are mixed with a transparent base to prevent the second
coat from becoming shiny.
The
prints are run through a small
hand press with a small bed.
The show is scheduled to run
until Christmas, with a price list
on the prints available
at the
shows in Sequoia Theater and the
library.

HSC Clearing
Project Nears
Completion
is nearing

completion.

The final phase of a distribution line project is under way and

connections

will

be

made

over

Christmas vacation. Dr. Franklin
Matsler, Assistant to the Execu-

tive Dean, released information
concerning the lines and said that
the second and final phase of the
project is costing $137,250.
Digging has been completed, but
new buildings will be cause for
future diggings. The entire campus is covered by a network of

here on campus.

This

system

will

last indefinetly and will take very
Dr. Matsler
little maintenance,
said.

The new press box in the Men’s
Gym wil be used for the first

for

Monday Deadline for
Veterans Vouchers

the Humboldt, San Francisco PreHe, like any similar official, isn’t sidio basketball game.
KHSC-FM will be on hand to
trained in this kind of job. The
Veteran vouchers must be signwhole relationship between liter- broadcast the game live over the ed by Dec. 4 in order for the
ature and morality is very com- college station for those not mak- checks to be sent before Christbanning ing it to the game.
on
decisions
plex and
mas vacation. Vouchers are to be
should not be made by a district
The new box will seat 10 people placed in the box provided by the
"s office. If not turned
attorney.
when the furnishings arrive, but r
will be de“The whole effect of the ban for Monday and Tuesday's games in by Dec. 4, payment
month.
one
layed
.
equipment
of
void
be
will
box
the
will just result in larger eales.”

awards,

This

Theater.

play, written

by the fam-

ous
and
controversial
Brecht, should prove to

one of the oddest and most interesting styles of production ever
presented at Humboldt State. The
style is known as “epic theater”,

and though it has penetrated the
American stage very little, it has
gained fame through “The ThreeOpera”

produced

in

York in 1933.
The main difference

will

Bertolt
involve

New

between

the “epic” theater and the “dramatic” theater is that the latter
involves emotionalism rather than
reason and thought as does the
former. A better explanation can

be

held

at

be

provided

by

Harold

Clurman

in “The Achievement of Bertolt
Brecht.”
Says Clurman:
“He
wants his audience, it is said, to

recognize its place in society. He
tries to induce in the spectator

the Bella Vista Inn. Sal Naygard the attitude of an alert observer
and
his band
will provide
the rather than that of a hypnotized
person who
seeks to be swept
music.
The
selection
of
the
TKE away by the show. He wants his
Sweetheart will highlight the af- public to use its critical judgment
fair. There are three sophomore and ultimately its capacity to act,
girls in contention for the honor: rather than to be drugged or overNeale Ann
Barnes,
Fortuna, an whelmed by a suffused emotionaeducation major; Marilee Starkey, lism which can have no effect on
Arcata, an English major;
and its thought patterns and social beJudy Thompson, Arcata, a secre- havior.”
Also in contrast to the “dramatarial science major. The girl that
tic” theater is its method of having
is chosen will be crowned by last
each
scene
independent
of the
year's
TKE
Sweetheart,
Delia
next.
Again
quoting
Clurman,
Johnson.
“They are based on brief episodes
Also included on the agenda will
of concentrated action
— most of
be the presentation of two scho- them almost complete in themlastic awards. One member of Tau selves—each of which
makes
a
Kappa
Epsilon will
receive
an simple
sharp
point essential to
award for the top scholastic av- the understanding of the play’s
erage in the house. The second idea as a whole.”
award will go to the member who
Brecht, a Marxian, is the key
has most improved himself scho- figure in the development of “epic”
lastically in the last two semesters drama as he devoted his career to
(Fall 1960- Spring 1961).
in his
this style of production
About 40 couples are expected theater in Germany, though, acto attend the affair. Rene Vit is cording to the Washington
chairman of the dance.
his works have had more production in the Western world than in
his native Germany or behind the

Chamber Music
Features Solo
Presentations

Albinoni,

and

Fasch,

twanger.

the

latter featuring Iris Osborne —
a
piano
quartet
with
Marilyn
Blake, piano; Wilm Silva, violin;

Harriette

Ivaldi,

viola;

and

Post

the

fact,

In

Curtain.

Iron

says his works have been banned
in West Germany as were once
the works of Thomas Mann, Sigmund Freud, Felix Mendelssohn,
Franz Werfel, and Lion Feuch-

Last
night’s
Chamber
Music
presentation featured solos by Mr.
Floyd Glende’s
advanced
music
students. These
frequent recitals
are required of all music majors.
The program was as follows: a
string choir with Beryl Munther,
Kay Magnuson, Kathy Fouquier,
and Kennest Thruston, and Beverly Lass, cello, doing works by
Stone,

A project to clear the campus of
unsightly telephone
and
electric

poles

of

Sequoia

Penny

The Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity will hold their annual Sweetheart Ball tomorrow
night,
at
8:30. The affair, to include dinner
and dancing, as well as presenta-

concrete pipe.
There are about
six pipes in one trench and they
contain
telephone
and_ electric
wires. There is also a conduit for
future use for a closed TV circuit

New Press Box
In Men's Gym
Opens Monday
Tuesday

tie

To Be Held Tomorrow

e

at 2 p.m. in the Sequoia Theater.
Dr. Griffith, who has been on an
educational grant in Jordan
for
the past two years, will speak on
the character of the Arab;
his
modern outlook, his conflicts as
the result of his sudden independence in a rapid moving world,
and our need to assist him while
we wait for him to catch up socially, economically and politically.
While in Jordan, Dr. Griffith
served as consultant to the Administrator of Education of the
Kingdom of Jordan .He also visited Syria, Lebanon and Egypt.
Dr. Griffith came to Humboldt
State in 1939 as an athletic coach
and has served as Chairman of
the Health and Physical Education
Department.
He left during the
war years and returned to serve
as principal of the College Elementary School, Chairman of the
Division of Education and Psychology and Dean of Students before his recent trip abroad.

and

to

TKE Sweetheart Ball

addresses an assembly on Monday

Monday

on

from
Eureka
High, posted two
seconds in two rounds of junior
(lower division) women’s oratory
and second and fourth in three additional rounds.

“Arab
Countries:
Watch
and
Wait,” will be the title of Dr.
Harry Griffith’s speech when he

time

went

sixth place in the senior men’s
finals of extemparaneous speaking.

By JIM SCHRUPP
Staff Writer
Linda
Dungan
gave
further
“The
Good
Woman of Setzuaa,”
credit to Humboldt by taking a Sequoia Masque’s second producfirst, third and fourth in three
tion of the season, will open next
rounds of oral interpretation of lit- Friday night, Dec. 8, at 8:15 in
erature. Miss Dungan is a fresh-

Bev-

Says Clurman about Brecht: “In
(1898-1956)
fine, Bertolt Brecht
is one of the outstanding figures
of the contemporary theater and
with equal certainty one of the

twentieth
poets.”
The

century’s

basic

notable

most

involves

plot

three

gods who descend to the earth in
search of a good woman. They find
such a woman

in Shen Te, a pros-

titute. In return for her kindness,
they

give

her

start in some

enough

legitimate

money

to

business,

which she chooses to be a tobacco
store. She immediately relays her
goodness to her customers and in

erly Lass, cello, doing works by
herself, becoming
Mozart and Loeillet — a string fact overdoes
parasites as well
all
for
target
the
ensemble with
Julie
Fulkerson,
the needy. Finding herself
violin;
Kathy
Fouquier,
violin; as just
in financial trouble, she disguises
Kenneth Thruston, cello; and Harherself as her cousin and runs a
old Wilson, piano, play works by
more heartless and profitable busMozart, Handel, and Corelli — a
iness. Later, Shui Ta is brought
piano
trio
with
Mike
Lagen,
before a trial to answer for the
piano; Floyd Glende, violin; and
absence of his cousin, Shen Te.
Kenneth
Thruston,
cello, doing The gods run the trial and sum up
the Arnold trio — the Schumann the dilemma of the human strugSonata with Francene Chapman, gle: it is more pleasing to the gods
violin, and Judith Nilsen, piano — to be kind, but only the mercenary
and the Brahma sonata with Joan prosper.
Byker, clarinet, and Judith Nilson,
Cast in the major roles are Pat
piano.
Flanagan as Shen Te and Shui

Hilltop Calendar
of Coming Events
SAT., Dec. 2—Tau Kappa
Epsilon Sweetheart Ball
WED.,

Dec.

6—Dr.

Park

Mil-

ler, General Atomics, San
Diego, will speak at a gen-

Ta, Bob Graham as Wang the
water-seller, Jim Cathey as Yang
Sun, Lila Cooper as his mother,
and Lila Evans as Mrs. Shin, a
neighbor.

The

three

gods

are

Floyd Nichols, Glenn Dreher, and
Ward Hoalton.
The director of the play is Dr.
Jerry Turner, assistant professor of
speech and drama.

eral assembly 11 a.m. in Sequoia Theater.
FRI., Dec. 8 — “The Good
Woman

of Setsuan”,
8:30 in

Sequoia Theater.
SAT.,

Dec.

Woman

9

—

“The

Good

of Setsuan”,
8:30 in

Atomics, San Diego,
Wednesday
9 a.m. to
he qill
dents. Following at 11 a.m.
speak before a general assembly

in Sequoia Theater.

Grow
iz
;
More Than 220
Recently Americans have awakened to
Communist countries have been forging shead in
duction of scientists.
The public doesn’t ask ‘‘why!’’ it
schools’ tarining programs.
Americans are using the schools as

Oberdorf, Mike Berry, Norm

Former President Eisenhower has added to the ridicule
who
of intellectuals when he said, ‘Intellectuals are those

use a lot of words to explain what they don’t understand.”’
A lot of high schools spend more on athletics than on

public funds and are told how to spend them.

Our success or failure to meet the national need for intellectuals lays with our modes of communications and the puband

time

with

support,

to

willingness

lic’s

educa-

money,

tional endeavors.
Newspaper publishers, radio and television stations, movie producers, and writers hold, perhaps, the greatest key with
‘they must produce intellectual
which to meet this problem.
models after which our children can pattern their lives.
The schools can also help, by retorting when attacked,
unjustly, for their shortcomings, because it is they who are
responsibile for keeping the intellectual fire burning in the
United States.

2

Sno-Ball Slated

)
3

Plans

Service

Shell

GET

YOU

WHERE

SERVICE

FRIENDLY

for

held

be

to

nearing

Arcata

annual

Sno-Ball

are

16

completion

rapidly

under

the

chairmanship of Sally Jain.

Helping her plan the formal are
Barnes,

Jennie

Schoenbeck,

14th & G

the

Dec.

secretary;

bids; Stephanie

Pam

Hor-

el, refreshments;
JoAnne
Eastburn, band; Bill Robertson, decorations; and Carol Slack, publi-

city.

GRAVE'S
DEPT. STORE
FOR SMART STYLES
AND
REASONABLE PRICES
VA 2-2630

On The Plaza

PIZZA &

in California
AT

Cheap

Charlie Brown's
Jerry Moore Trio
THURS. - FRIDAY
SATURDAY
HI 2-9823

1506 5th St.
EUREKA

regional repreJoan Dunham,
sentative for Spurs, will arrive at
Humboldt State College this evening. While here, she will meet
student body
with Bill Turner,
president; Joan Iverson, Associapresident;
Students
ted Women
Kate Buchanan, dean of activities;
and the Spurs.
Miss Dunham's visit is to see
the local chapter operates,
how

how the campus attitude toward
Spurs is, and to help where pos-

sible.
with
her
acquaint
better
To
Spurs, Miss Buchanan has
HSC
arranged a coffee hour for Miss
Dunham and the officers of Spurs
Saturday afternoon. Saturday evening Miss Dunham, a senior at
College, will be enterLinfield

tained at an informal gathering at
the home of Judy Maahs.

® ALL EYES
ARE ON HER
FINGER}
A woman likes te show her

engagement ring. It's her wey
of displaying her pride In you
and of telling her friends she
loves you. Shouldn't thet ring

then be the finest you een
offord? Mind you, we didn't
say the finest in the world,
But you are entitled te @ full
measure
of quality for your
money. And you can count en
us to see that you get it.

His-

bridaljal polr .

$167.00
_

On
%

Gene Souligny
a

a

Ta,

Toe
ay)
v
4

(A

ee

Le

ae

Tene.
ara’

aoe

oe

;

somewhere way back East decided
that an easy way for game man-

point

zona State College as a model of structure.
In other action, council defeated
uni-cameral organization to the
Commiscouncil along with its proposals a proposal by Awards
sioner

Jim

Currivan

Professor Goes
To Conference
Jasper Sawatzky,
fessor of business,

was

sed

chairman |

a proposed

for

outline

creation of a student union, made
by Activities Commissioner Jack

Moore and Marcia Johnson.
As proposed, the student union
would be a largely self-supporting
organization divorced in authority

to

give

life-

to all Humboldt
passes
time
State athletic events to all graduating four-year lettermen in football. It was the feeling of the coun-

Assemblies

the

few

There is a sound
rule, namely that

of

19 students

in two

Commissioner

agers

reason for this
some biologists

to collect a little extra

money

would

for

the

of

ducks.

be to impose

killing

Easy

of

certain

money,

they knew that it was a
impossibility for quite a
hunters to tell one duck
duck
Therefore,
other.
even if you don’t care

lanto
75
45

easy

a fine

Tryouts

for

Sequoia

production

of

Masque’s

the

complete
few duck
from anhunters,
one whit

Scripts

are

available

from

The

union

student

would

orga-

nize and carry out numerous student body activities, according to
Moore and Miss Johnson.

The

proposed

organization calls

The
for a total of 25 members.
core of the union would be 13
members headed by the center ac-

tivities commissioner. There would
be eight standing activities com-

| Barnes Drag
Revion

DuBarry

of

Arden

Maz Factor
And Others

Mascara
h -ck
ti
- Polis
Lips
Eye

,
ShadowEtc.

Barnes Drug
ARCATA

ucation.

is

contact with local newspapers and|
civic groups
which
often
bring,
speakers into this area.

i

Arcata
Laundromat
SPECIAL
BRING IN 12 POUNDS
OF LAUNDRY — GET
ONE SHIRT IRONED

Jack

Frost reported that in the future
Humboldt State would invite the
Democratic and Republican parties to present two speakers per
semester to the student body, and
commission
the assemblies
that
was considering appointing someone to establish and continue close

FREE!
776 18th STREET
(Next to the Keg)

so

high

Rassmussen's

up

see it, don’t shoot
be shooting a red-

OPEN EVENINGS

DISCOUNT HOUSE PRICES

COAST OF ARCATA
994

G STREET

On Compu? sits

Dr. |

(Author of “Rally Round The Flag, Boys’’, “The Many
1

Toves of Dobie Gillis”, ete.)

While Downtown
Drop Into

VARSITY
COMPLETE
FOUNTAIN
SERVICE

854 “G” STREET
Arcata’s Plaza
Anna
& Paul Ely

Color Print Sale
Monday

**HAPPINESS
I have asked the
aggressive group of
though
not without
not, however, mask
evident to all who
wares;

I refer,

CAN’T

BUY

MONEY”

makers of Marlboro—an enterprising and
men; yet at the same time warm and lovable;
acumen, perspicacity, and drive; which does
their essential great-heartedness; a quality
have ever enjoyed the beneficence of their

of course,

to

Marlboro

Cigarettes,

a smoke

fashioned with such loving care and tipped with such an easydrawing filter that these old eyes grow misty when I think upon
it—I have asked, I say, the makers of Marlboro—that aggregate
of shrewd but kindly tobacconists, that cluster of hearty souls
bound together by the profit motive and an unflagging determination to provide a cigarette forever flavorful and eternally
—
have asked, I say, the makers of Marlboro whether
might use today’s column to take up the controversial question:
Should a coed share expenses on a date?
“Yes,” said the makers simply. We all shook hands then and
squeezed each other’s shoulders and exchanged brave smiles,
and if our eyes were a trifle moist, who can blame us?

To the topic then: Should a coed share expenses on a date?
I think I can best answer the question by citing the following
typical case:
Poseidon Nebenzal, a student at Oklahoma A and M, majore
ing

in hides

and

tallow,

fell wildly in love with

Mary

Elien

Flange, a flax weevil major at the same school. His love, he had

Just Unpacked

Dec. 4
of New

. . . Hundreds

Art Prints, Panels, Postsi:!
% gallery-sized, ready for framing
%& many never available before
%& not $3...not $5...not $10,
their original prices, but just

For a time things went swimmingly. Then a cloud appeared.

Mary Ellen, it seems, was a rich girl and accustomed to costly

pleasures. Poseidon was bone-poor and he quickly

money. Unable to take Mary Ellen to the
fancied and too proud to tell her the reason, he
full of melancholy. Soon their romance, so
beginning, was headed for a breakup. But at

Just what the decorator ordered! Beauty
treatment for every room in your home

Poseidon managed to blurt out the truth.
“Oh, beloved agrarian!”

museum-quality reproductions of famous
paintings, including panels from Japan,

HUMBOLDTArca

BAKERY
VA 2-0017

Limited Quantities...

Rush In Early for Best Choice

ing

him

persuaded him
Poseidon, of course, protested, but she finally
of the wisdom of her course. From then on they split all expenses

posses

Degas, Renoir, Van Gogh, Picasso,

One Dozen Cookies - - - We

Ellen,

contribute according to my ability.”

artists as

never available before.

cried Mary

ran out of

places she
posh
surly and
turned
promising at the
the last moment,

at ee
close. “Oh, proud husbandman! Oh, foolish at
you not told me before? I have plenty of money, and I will

— at huge savings! Magnificent,
or office

such world-renowned

* Oo fish per! yk ute al Cole?”
reason to believe from Mary Ellen’s sidelong glances and
maidenly blushes, was not entirely unrequited, and by and by he
mustered up enough courage to ask her the all-important
question: “Will you wear my 4-H pin?”
“Yes,” she said simply. They shook hands then and squeezed
each other’s shoulders and exchanged brave smiles, and if their
eyes were a trifle moist, who can blame them?

posters from Spain! Choose landscapes,
seascapes, portraits and still-lifes—by

1073
H Street

bird

of the |

.

1504GS8St.
VA2-1115
In North Areata

.- SAVE-TOYS GIFTS

The devises of chance consisted
of three blackjack tables, a roulette table and a-craps table. Play
through
Thursday,
Dec.
11-14,| money, handed to the couples upthey will be held in Sequoia The- on arrival to the party, was used.
ater. Tryouts wll be from 4 to 5,
According to Paul Davis, Delta
and from 7 to 9 p.m.
Sig social chairman,
some
won
Vocal audition material may be |
and others lost, but a good time
obtained from Dr. Leon Wagner |
was had by all.
.
in the music building, room 128.
D. W. Anderson, room 111
Language Arts Building.

“CORSAGE
SPECIALIST”

We'll need every one of them if
we're ever going to wipe out the
salmon - steelhead populations on
the North Coast!

Central
Washington
football
game,
about
15-20
couples
attended.

season,

“Bells are Ringing,” will be held
next week.
On Monday through Thursday,
Dec. 4-7, they will be held in the
Studio
Theater.
On
Monday |

ARCATA
FLORIST

species
Rule five is simple and to the
because point —don’t
shoot mergansers.

your cosmetic needs

professors attending will discuss
the courses now being offered and
will recommend those to be required to a special committee appointed by the State Board of Ed-

the

that you can’t
it. (You might
head.)

Sigs Hold Party
Tryouts Next Week Delta
A gambling party was staged
November 18 by the Delta Sigma
For Third Play
Phi frateriity.
Held
after the

third

JULIE'S

sprayed with your shot, creates
bad relations and, besides, you're
shooting
ducks,
not hunters —
Remember???
Rule four is the old skyscraper

rule—if

union.

the rest of the student gov-

from

“ON THE PLAZA”
You will find all of

The conference, to be held in
San Francisco, will seek to standardize the courses required of
students becoming secondary business
instructors.
The
business

about whether the canvasback and
redhead manage to survive, it is to
the best interest of your pocketbook not to shoot these protected
species.
Rule number three has more to
do with hunter mortality than with
duck welfare: keep your shots up
in the air, and don’t pepper the
hunters on either side of you. This
is rather hard on the hunters being

student

ernment.

assistant prowill attend a

conference of representatives
state colleges Dec. 7 and 8.

council

from

Don Daniels who said, “The (re- |
vision) committee should keep it
in mind that their function is to
form a constitution around 4 biHe _ said
government.”
cameral
the council would wait until the
committee made its proposals before it made a decision.
The second major issue discus-

of

guages, Humboldt now points
enrollments of 65 in French;
in German, 35 in Russian, and
in Spanish.

Urrillo, dozens of others. Many
Beoutitul Seine

California

one

the hunter should know his quarry. Obviously, some hunters don't.
Second, the duck hunter should
learn to recognize the different
types of ducks( gray ducks, butterballs, whistlers, bluebills, etc.).

state colleges
to offer Russian,
and in the spring of 1960 it added
Italian, which later was dropped
because of poor attendance.
In contrast with the 1953 low

mittees; a dance committee, games,
Heated discussion over a report
|
art, publicity,
program,
movies,
comon
revisi
on
ituti
const
by the
and public relations
mittee and a proposed organiza- hospitality
tional outline for a student union committees.
The union would also consist
highlighted the Nov. 21 student
of an advisory board of six memcouncil meeting.
The first flurry of verbal activi- bers and a finance board of six
touched off when Neal members. Members of these two
ty was
the
Thomsen, representing the consti- | boards would be drawn from
tution revision committee, told the alumni, faculty, administration and
council his committee was study- ‘ student body.
In a straw vote, the council aping the possibility of creating a
proved
the basic proposed strucHumat
nment
gover
l
amera
uni-c
ture of the student union, giving
boldt.
He said the committee intended Moore and Miss Johnson authorof its
to present the constitution of Ari- ity to work out the details

STUDENTS
DN

duck when he sees one. Obviously,

came

a

the

The time has come for my mid-season ‘‘Lecture for Duck
beHunters’, The basis for this ‘‘lecture’’ stems from my
e
operat
s
killer
uipped waterfow!
lief that not all shotgun

rolled. German which was offered
for the first time in 30 years,
hosted 12 students, all of whom
were science majors.
In the sprng semester of 1954,
eight students signed up for beginning Spanish,
most
of these
students were wildlife majors.
In the fall of 1959, HSC
be-

lue
Hot:lIss
Sti

for a bi-cameral government.
negative
largely
and
Instant
reaction by council members fol-

WILBUR

By SANDY

in the manner in which
should be operating.
Therefore,
a short treatise on the waterfowler’s rules of behavior.
in beginning French and two in
The first thing that the duck
second-year French. Spanish was hunter, or potential duck hunter,
offered that year, but no one en- should do is learn to recognize a

At intermission the senior man
Most council
‘lowed the report.
and woman of the year, the outthe revision
that
felt
rs
membe
standing man and woman of the
exceeding its auth- cil that such action would reduce
was
ttee
commi
year, and the Sempervirens Sweetority in considering a uni-cameral the prestige of the award which is
heart will be announced.
government when it had been des- now given only to hall-of-famers
card holders will be adASB
ignated to work out a bi-cameral and the annual Dad-of-the-Year.
mitted free of charge, as will nongovernment.
It was also believed by some
are escorting
card holders who
rge Barbara | that the award would also have to
at-La
tivesenta
Repre
for
ASB card holders. Admission
someone be given to participants in other
“Will
said,
non-card holding couples will be Thomas
$3.50 per couple. Bids will be dis- please explain to me how anyone sports and should be given to oututilize the study of standing
in
academic
students
tributed in the cafeteria Dec. 11-15. can possibly
l
government toward fields if the proposal were accepamera
uni-c
a
Music for the dance will be proa bi-cameral govern- ted.
vided by the Rhythm Kings, and creation of
”
ment?
to
The council set the date for fall
present
a photographer will be
The council took no direct action election of reps-at-large for two
take two photos for $2.
on the situation other than a mild weeks before finals.

CHARLIE BROWN

ARE

Wengi, Nancy

state college cirrulium, followed
by a sharp drop in foreign language enrollment.
For instance, in 1953 ‘the department recorded only 54 students in foreign languages. Five

New Constitution

reprimand

(Related Items)

Kava, Dick

In 1949, the foreign language
requirement was dropped from the

e®
“Eee”

;

‘This exemplifies the values our
and mathematics.
are supported with
the schools
since
highest,
holds

THOMAS

cox, Donna Judice, Karen Lee, Michele Winters, Jim Schrupp,
Sandham Worswick, Dale Potts, Joann Shubin, Ken Gatlin,
Parmajit Dhillon.
res CROW
JAMES
ADVISER .....cccccccccecssccecscccecse

ure who spends his time in a dull, drab laboratory, while
chilathletes and movie stars are glorified. It is no wonder
social
having
ns
positio
for
strive
and
science,
reject
dren

science
society

TED
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ASSISTANT

tions rise up and put the blame where it
the public.
If Americans want scientists, they must pay a price in
terms of money and social esteem, as great or greater than
they now pay athletes, movie stars and business executives.
Today Americans picture the scientist as an ‘*odd’’ creat-

:

HAWTHORNE

CLIFF

eeereeeenseree

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

their own shortsightedness; and it’s abo

esteem.

You can learn to speak Russian,
German, French, and Spanish.
Humboldt State offers four different foreign languages hosting
approximately 220 students.

Room 13, Language Arts
Phose: VAndyte 2-1771, Ext. 271

of the Lumberjack.

WIDE NATURAL SOLID OAK FRAMES TO FIT
service is FREE, takes only a few seconds!
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their incomes.

Rather than embarrass Poseidon by

handing him money in public, a joint bank account was set up
to allow him to write checks. Into this account each
faithfully deposited their respective allowances—35 cents from
Poseidon; $2300 from Mary Ellen.
And it worked fine! They were happy—truly happy! And
what's more, when they gradu: ted they had a nice little nest
lovely
to furnish
egg—eight million dollars—with which
apartment in Lubbock, Texas, where today they operate the

local laundromat.

So you see? You too can salva your failing romance if you
money.
will only adopt a healthy, sensible attitude toward@ 1005
Mes Gelmen

Luere te no obstacle when tt comes to populer-priced
or to Marlboro’s popularly priced partner in
unfiltered, king-size Phitip Morrie
e—the
pleesur
fee
Commander. Get eboard. You'll And long
Marlboro,

ahert money.
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CAMPUS
CASUALS

Members of the journalism class
University are
Susquehanna

conductin ga survey for its class

project. From the results of this
survey, the members hope to an-

deliberately to embarrass or humiliate a person, but those instances are rare and

of

American

more
light

form

the normal

kidding

is

nothing

than an attempt to make
of something that can be-

come overly serious or maudlin.
Take the case of old friends
meeting after several years. Continental Europeans or Orientals,
with some exceptions, would prob-

that the next act is going to be a
violent one. Not a bit of it.
some more choice conversation
liberally laced with words not
usually heard in women’s hair salongs (hmmm I may be wrong
there) the two old buddies repair
to
the
nearest
establishment
available for coffee or something
stronger.
You are safe from kidding if
you don’t take yourself too seriously. None of us is perfect, and
it may hurt at times if someone
pricks a particularly vulnerable
spot; but the idea is to laugh it
otf.

1f you

will

do

so, Americans

will consider you a “regular guy”,
which is considered
compliment.

to be quite

a

lf some classmate of yours, after slight acquaintance, makes you
the butt

of some

joke,

don’t

dash

til they came face to face on the
street. Initial greeting’s loud and
Then:

racuous.

Tom: “You old so-and-so (substitute most insulting expression

as men

(supposedly).

approve of dating, or make up, or
short
dresses
or other matters
that may be alien to your way of
life. If you must, go ahead, but

be ready to receive a barrage about
some things the American girl
may

at last, eh?”

BUXTON'S

caught
banks.
swind-

PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE

BUXTON’S DRUGS
MYRTLETOWN
HENDERSON CENTER
Eureka

consider

strange

For Fine Food

you.

The Book-of-the-Month Club,
the Women’s National Book Association and the Saturday Review

will

any

college

sponsor

an

student

award

for

collecting

an

outstanding personal library starting in 1962.
The award, a gift of one thousand dollars, will be given each

year to the student collecting the
best array of books of knowledge.
No collection of less than 35 books
will be considered.
The award is in memory of Amy
Loveman, the late editor of the
Saturday
Review, a Book-of-the
Month Club judge and winner of
the
Constance
Lindsay
Skinner
Award.

will be presented to

senior students only and the nominations will be made by the chair-

man

of

Campus

Library

Award

Committees.

Campus Planning
Committee Meets
For First Time
A

JILL‘S
Drive-In
18th
& G

[ ARCATA
VA 2-1727

— Ends
NOW

Tues., Dec. 5

ter turnout for football games.
The athletic director of Ferrum,

to
considering
was quoted
Va.
make the course requirement, be-

cause of its popularity.
ss

HSC Harriers
Take Fifth
In FWC Meet

Campus

Planning

Committee

lution

set

Board

of Trustees.

up

by

The

membership

the

California

includes

Dean

Balabanis, Dean Lawrence Turner, professor Melvin Schuler,

Frank

Devery,

(Consultant

Vernon

DeMars

Architect),

Frank

Shesler, ex-officio (facilities planning office, Trustees), President
C. H. Siemens, chairman. A consulting landscape architect is to be
assigned to this committee by the
Trustees next year.
DeMars was appointed by the
Trustees. In addition to his work
as a private architect, he is Professor of Architecture at the University of California. He designed
the new student union complex on

Berkeley

campus.

He

was

named
architect
for the multimillion dollar project after winning

first

award

tion

in

in

an

open

8

A
$137,500
grant
has
been
to the San Jose State
awarded
College Mathematics Department
by the National Science Foundation to conduct an Academic Year
Institute for junior high ‘school

mathematics
63 school

Humboldt's Harrier team placed
fifth in the Far Western Confer-

College Speech

Instructors
Atfend Meetings
conheld
Three concurrently
ventions for the exchange of ideas
and information between college
faculty members were attended by

Humboldt

State professors during

plans to broadcast all their home
basketball games this season.
eee
According to the Spartin Daily,
the new livrary at San Jose State
College is quite an eye-pleasing
sight. Bright color provides the

background for study in this néw

six-story library addition. Each
floor of the $2.615,600 building
has its own distinct color scheme.

Junior Jacks
Win Cage Game
Over Foresiry

teachers in the 1962-

year.
s*

*«

&

Students of Fresno City College
recently observed dead week —
one week of exclusion from all
campus
FCC
acticities.
campus
occurs four times a
dead week
year;
at
mid-term
exams
and
during final exams each semester.
“The purpose of dead week is to
allow students time to study for
their tests
without
interference
from campus activities”.
*

*

in

the

last

10

minutes

*&

ed

it on

from

there

to

take

to'

In the opening ten minutes the
"Jacks held a 8-1 margin as only
one field goal was scored, that by

Ten

Jack

guard

Jerry

Gonsal-

million Americans

invested

Denver Phillip's
Second Hand | Camera Shop
Hopkins

VA

823 “H” STREET

2-2040

760 Fifteenth Street
ARCATA

The Best in
Photographic Supplies

Let's peak into my bag of good-

of Art and Mil-

16-Dec.

22 and

then

begin

on our happy little campus.
Bad

news

appears

at

but

JONES
VARIETY

14 GLEAMING
DIAMONDS

SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.

top

I’m

You

Henderson Center
EUREKA

Do Not Have To Be 21
To Open
An Account

Reasonable Young Adults
Accounts Welcome
ora

thankful

to

say

he’s

not

too bad off. He’s recovering fine.
Speaking of the Delta Sigs, I
hear their president Al Snarski
cooks a mean turkey. You'll make
some

girl very

happy

Al.

The month of December has a
full schedule of festivities. There's
the Snow Ball, the Delta Sig Carnation Ball, the TKE Sweetheart
Ball to name a few.
All these
mean new dresses to the female
type people.
New dresses mean

digging down into the old sock
and shelling forth hard earned
loot. Well gals, I have a wonderful
idea for you,

STAFFORD INN
“FinestIn

Banquet Accommodations’

make

don’t buy

that dress,

it.

I came up with this brain storm
while wandering through Daly’s
Yardage Department the other
day. Their Holiday Fabrics are
just out of this world. They have
Brocades, Satins and Taffetas in
every color for only $1.49 to $2.25
a yard. With a little originality, a
little talent and these beautiful
fabrics from Daly’s you can be the
belle of the ball and have some

loot left for Christmas.
I imagine everyone noticed the
lack of water before vacation. Poor

PHONE

PEPPERWOOD

2471

Open Wednesday thru Sunday, 5 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Barbara Link, the first thing she
did when she got on the plane to
fly home was to brush her teeth.

The

Cafeteria

crew

really

felt

the shortage. Dishes, dishes everywhere but how to get them clean.
Dave

Crane

birthday

Thanksgiving vacation, according
Steele, associate
to Dr. Edward
professor of speech.
Dr. Steele and Mlton Dobkin,
chairman of the division of language arts ,attended the Western
Speech Association convention in
Fresno.
Leah Grigsby
assistant professor of speech, participated in convention of the American Educaand
Association.
tional Theater
Howard
Streifford, instructor of
speech, went to a meeting of the

Guam.

received

cake
But

all

some

a beautiful

the

way

dirty

rat

from
ate

big piece out of the middle

a

of it

before Dave got to see.
Happy
Birthday Dave and to ?, I hope
it made you sick.
January

is wedding

time for the

TKE’s.

Congratulations

Shreeves

and

Don Cherry
sons.
We're

Society for the Study of

Dorothy

and

going

to

Bill

Elliott and

Charlotte

to have

Par-

to change

the name of Redwood Bowl again.
How about Rain Land or Mud

Communication,
both
held
in
Fresno.
Dr. Steele served as chairman of
a panel on “Social Values in Public Address,” and read a paper on
the major premises of the American value system
to
Western
Speech Association members.
Professor Dobkin was chairman
of a panel discussion
on “The
Aristotelian Modes of Persuasion”
at the same convention, according
to Dr. Steele.

Bowl. The team had a new play
I noticed. 22-64-Slide. If they were
heading

in

the

Thanksgiving
was

worth

right

Day

about

a

direction

good

slide

55 yards.

The rooting section Thanksgiving Day was one of the most ‘Spirited’ all season. I think there were
more people carried out of the
stands than off the field.
Enough
Christmas
If you're

get

that

about Thanksgiving . .
is the big thing now.
stumped

special

about

what

someone,

Daly’s help you! They

to

let

have every-

thing from Manicure Sets at 79c
to big Baskets of Fruit at $17.95.

Radiator &
Battery Service

Congratulations to George Pardee our Popera King.
Forestry
did

911 Sth St.
VA 2-4106
ARCATA

it again.

The

IK

have

It mysteriously

competi-

same manner
dissappeared.

design.

their banner

back.

reappeared

in the

that

it mysteriously

I was
in the dorm the
and noticed all
There’s
no need for
the huge supply of slippers to
found at Daly’s. They ha'
size, shape and color. There’s

i
g

IT’S
GOOD ‘N”

the

of my little bag. The curse of the
Delta Sigs has struck again. The
victim for this week is Lon Westlake. Don was in an auto accident
over the Thanksgiving vacation

a

10th and H Streets
ARCATA

happening

been

see whats

ies and

lard Sheets, Los Angeles painter.
1800 entries were submitted for
this exhibit, with 75 accepted. The
show will be in Saint Paul from

$500 million dollars last year in
purchasing so-called health foods
and magic products.

|

Store

politan Museum

the

win.
The first half saw Forestry combine the passing of Ron DeForge
and the scoring of Ken Kelly to
take a 21-13 margin at halftime.

Junior
ves.

Well, the turkey carcass is clean
and the last of the turkey sandwiches devoured. Even the creamed turkey and hash are all gone.
Next thing in line is the jolly little
fat man and his bag of goodies.

showing of the event, which is
planned as a biannual showing.
Judging this year’s show were
ack Levine, a New York painter,
yatt Mayor, Curator of Metro-

Nov.

The Humboldt State basketball
Junior Jacks put on a scoring
spree

Hi Everybody:

full year’s tour of the nation.

defeat the Forestry Club 40-33 in
a scrimmage held Tuesday afternoon in the Men’s Gym.
With the final 10 left to play,
the score was 27-21 with Forestry
in command. But Frank Carol began to hit, and the Junior Jacks
Wisconsin tied it 29-29 with four minutes
left. The future Lumberjacks porhow
the

The
Spectator
of
State
College,
tells
3,
the
g
finishin
orites at the tape,
Army’s call to action of Wisconmile “golf” course 3 minutes ahead | sin’s 32nd National Guard dvision
of HSC’s first man.
Craig Spil- | will temporarily halt the studies
Another unknown,
of twenty-five HSC students. Alman grabbed second place for San
though the students are expected
|
teamfavored
of
ahead
Francisco,
to be on active duty for at least
mate Bill Morgan who crossed the
one year, they may be discharged
finish line in fourth place.
Other pre-meet favorites, Doug in time to enroll next fall.
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Ketron and Tim Jordan of SacBoth the Yankees and Reds had
ramento, placed third and ninth
their share of rooters as Long
respectively.
placed | Beach State students rooter for
Nevada
of
University
second with 41 points, followed their favorites in the 1961 World
with
State
0 Series Via television in the cafeSacramento
by
points, Chico State with 91 points, | teria.
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Humboldt’s 125 and the Cal a
gies last place 146 points.
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you
think of), where
you can
been? Sent you up the river (jail)
Ed: “No, they haven’t
me yet. I’m still robbing
How’s your racket? Been

Construction should start in May.
The marine fisheries station site
has been approved at Trinidad but
construction has not yet been
okayed. Funding of the bill still
has to be approved by the State
may
Construction
Legislature.
start in May, although it will not
until late Spring of
os one

off to your Prime Minister deCountry Championship
manding that war be declared im- ence Crosswith 125 points held Nov. 17
meet
mediately. The world is in bad
ity of Nevada.
enough
shape
already
without at the Univers
Francisco State, dual meet
San
your contribution. He said it bechamps with an unblemishcause he was beginning to like FWC
record, won over the six
5-0
ed
and accept you. This may be conwith the low total of
field
team
tradictory, but it is the American 24 points to carry home the FWC
way. Your ways may be just as
championship title for the second
contraditory to him.
A great deal of this will not straight year.
Ley paced the
Ron
Nevada’s
apply to the women students, for
team to second place as he
host
as far as I know women do not
the 37 man field from the halfgo in for kidding in the same way led
way mark and nosed out the fav-

However, | think it is true that
ably embrace and say how they the young American, female is just
had missed each other. The Amer- as conscious as the male of “stufican approach in matters of this fed shirts”—meaning pompous inkind is unique and should be un- dividuals. I shall be careful not
derstood by all foreigners. Let us to give the impression that I disand Ed who
assume that Tom
were old school mates have not
seen each other for two years un-

eee
Coeds learn football from the
athletic director at Ferrum, Va.
The athletic director at a small
Methodist junor college in Southern Virginia, has been conducting
classes to explain the meaning of
plays and signals to girls attend-
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I have a prvfound conviction
that the most important task of
student coming to this
ign
the
countsy is to prepare himself for
he will face upon the
the
immediate difficulties of adjustment to the United States and its
educational and social system are
, even though they must
tr
be fully faced by the foreign student during his stay in the United
States.
Many problems can suggest a
strategy for life in the U.S.: a
strategy of associating with Americans and adjusting to the American life, but not integrating into
it; a strategy of temporarily alienating all oneself from it. To understand Americans, a foreign student first of all must understand
the American Love of what is
known as “kidding”.
There are synonyms for kidding,
such as needling, riding, and so
forth, ranging from the polite to
the obscene, but in essence all
mean in varying degrees making
fun of a person or taking with a
grain of salt anything he says.

Teese

alyze the role of the small campus

the
determine
and
newspapers
differences and similarities of the
various newspapers. The co-edtor
of the Susquehanna has selected
HSC to be represented in this sur-

Remember everyone, it’s basketball season now. I'll see you all
in the stands. Just think, no more
sitting in the rain.
Bye Now

n Tonight At
Good will also see some action
for the past week and was still
moving imthe post on offense,
his
at
to
as
time
press
at
ded
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The Humboldt State basketball
team minus height and experience
opens

and

the

1961-62

tomorrow
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Ore.

Oregon
The
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starting line up.
However, one
guard Ron Good.

tonight

at 8:15

p.

against

Southern

m.

in

ing sophomore s the key
Lumberjack offense.
Givins has moved Good

College.
Lumberjacks

return

home

Monday and Tuesday to meet San
Francisco Presidio starting a four

sports move
With the coming of the rain, intercollegiate
season, we have]

indoors, but before we close out the foot

ig

from being trounced.’’

man, Jim BronThe Sagebrush also quoted a Pack lines d their heads
pulle
have
son. ‘‘These striped ostriches should
”’
out of the sand. They missed a good game.
s too. We
movie
the
saw
we
but
All very interesting,

Sarboe

Grotting. For a guy who had to prove himself with and last};
l,}
years of football experience, a year m high schoodid a whale
season as a Lumberjack reserve, the big guard
of a job for Phil Sarboe’s chargers.
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1961 LumHumboldt fans will get their first look at the
the Hillwhen
night
ay
berjack cagers Monday and Tuesd
io,
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sco
Franci
San
toppers meet the
tonight
Franny Givins’ netters open the 1961-62 season
nd.
Ashla
at
e
and tomorrow against Southern Oregon Colleg
the
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too
fare
to
ted
The Lumberjacks are not expec
get
could
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Green
the
but
m,
proble
lack of height
the season
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start with
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Against the Presidio, the ‘Jacks will face a much tougheAmeri
All
two
with
up
d
showe
team
club. Last year the SF
'
cans, and HSC dropped two to the invaders.
However, Givins has changed his offense somewhat this
season and the Lumberja¢ks may surprise everybody.

Hassman Prepares Team
With Six Vet Wrestlers

as.

e

iy

A

Sarboe

;

Dennis

(26)

Giuntini

as the Lumberjacks
offense on this rain-

10-0

won

Whitworth

safeties
aj failed to generate an
and Jim Barker (top of pile) bring down
splattered afternoon.
Thanksgiving
on
the mud
Whitworth back in
Day. Two other Pirates rush up to assist.
Lumberjack

Coach Phil Sarboe requested all
Humboldt varsity players to attend the last football meeting on
Tuesday.

‘Jacks Prove 8-2 Mark
No Fluke with Stats

after

his team

split with

went

on to say

that

he

wasn’t satisfied that the Lumberjacks
played
their
best
game
against
Whitworth,
“The
boys
were just tired from the Washington game and Whitworth had
a_real easy game the weekend before and they were really ready
for us.”

in

Head

1960.

coach

Hassman rates this year’s
as slightly better than last

Chico Team To Beat
Hassman has the team working
“Chico won the FWC last year
out three times a week spending
juntwo hours on weightlifting and with lots of sophomores and
three hours in running and condi- iors, they can’t possibly be weak‘er,” Hassman said. “The Cal Agtioning.
gies finished just ahead of us last
| year and they will probably be
always
Francisco
San
| waar
i
i
“Coin
lturns out a very good wrestling
team.”
Returning lettermen are Ron Da
Silva and Darwin Schager, 130pound class; Howard Covington,

Launderette

pound

6:30 A.M. - - - 10:30 P. M.
(Next to Sunset Apt.)

835 18th St.

VA

2-2054

' Silva and
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Cricketeer

The

natural shoulder suit with
the pleatless pants... vested of course... in the
earthy colors... clay, olive
button down blue...
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Bobell will be back

next

Far Western

Con-

| ference Champion in the 123-pound
on

the ’59-560 Humboldt
FWC championship squad.

is a junior.

Hagerstrand

in the

champ

FWC

NOT INTERESTED
IN SHOULDERS
OTHER THAN
HIS OWN

177-

' year.
Schager was

He

YOUNG MAN

Hagerstrand,

class; Al

' pound class; Bill Vines, 191-pound
‘class; and John Bobell, heavyweights. All of these except Da-

class
State

See

Chess, 157-

| 137-pound class; Tony

25c Wash— 10c Dry
OR WE'LL DO IT!

was

177 class on

the same team and will be back
for his third year in that weight
class. He is also a junior.
Bobell is a three year veteran

but sat out part of the ’59-’60 seas-

on with an injury. Vines is another
veteran and will wrestle in the
| 191-pound class when it is offered.
It is optional under FWC rules.

Otherwise he will wrestle in the
| heavyweight class with Bobell.
Others out for the team are veteran non-lettermen Ron Rogers
and Gene Vejtase and newcomers
Lawson,
George
Dixon,
Wiley
Don Lewis, Keith Thrailkill, Pat
Donovan, Dan Niles, Keith Bal-

and

Grotting

Dennis

lard,

Ron

Treat.
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DeLuxe
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l

1166 H St.
North Arcata
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points
677 yards in|.
Ed White led the Lumberjack rushers wih
Frank
carry.
per
yards
4.6
146 carries for an average of
s.
carrie
111
in
yards
540
with
Buda was second
rs for 66
Buda led the scoring race with 11 six-pointe with 36)
d
secon
for
tied
Piva
Rego
points while White and
points apiece.
with 32 com-|
Monty Feekes was the top *Jack passer

extra

10th AND H STs.
PHONE VA 2-21%

ARCATA

College

pletions in 61 attempts for 352
while Roger Tofft was second

tries for 264 yards

and one touchdown.

TEAM

STATISTICS

Opp.

1

Total First Downs
First Downs Rushing

ing

HSC
143
102

but

Junior
at

was

two

starting

posts.

Norman

have
Glimpse
singer and Mike
been looking good in the scrim-

ie
Minnick's
Barber

teams.

_IN.NORTH ARCATA
‘| 1610 @ st.
VA 2.5068
| Se

COSMETICS —
RECORDS

The Humboldt State basketball
team split a pair of informal scrimmages with Watson & Meehan of
the Eureka Adult League Monday
and Tuesday nights in the Men’s
}| Gym.

Henderson
F”

EUREKA
HI 2-5027
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|

Falor’s

Pharmacy
North Arcata - VA

2-2026

Near College
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Day
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Grady says: “Dancing with Oly’s help make
for a good time.”
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Jack Johnson Trio Friday and Saturday
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Net Yards Gained Passing
Total Net Yards Gained
Passes Attempted
Passes Completed

STANDINGS
wie
4
800
Humboldt*
4
-800
San Francisco*
-600
3
Cal Aggies
400
2
Nevada
.400
2
Sacramento
.000
0
Chico
*Tied for the FWC Cc
FINAL

Passes Intercepted By
Fumbles

Fumbles Recovered By

Number of Punts
Average Length Punts

Punts Blocked

Number

year,

7 © 1961, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY. COCA-COLA AND COKE ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARND

Net Yards Gained Rushing
Yards Gained Passing
Yards Lost Passing :

Average Pass Interception Returns

last

together.

Modesto

Moe and Jack Penrod head the
field, but Ted Snapp, Dennis Bol-

‘Jack Cagers
Split Pair

and

First Downs Passing
First Downs Penalties
Yards Gained Rushing
Yards Lost Rushing

Average Punt Returns
Average Kickoff Returns

Washington

“Corner

Bee Sa

.

the two

Jacks

attended

Humboldt for the 1959-60 season.
Givins is still looking for the
right combination for the r

JAN'S
CAKE BOX

yar¢ Is and two touchdowns | —
with 20 completions in 38 |

FWC
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HUTCHINS
GROCERY

of Penalties
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FWC
were
They
Conference.
champs in 1959 and finished on

not yet received approval on his
1961 schedule. Annually the Lumberjacks wrestle FWC foes Chico
State and the Cal Aggies of Davis
in home and home matches and
San Francisco State there as well
as Southern Oregon, Oregon Tech
and San Quentin.

Lode area, and they have played

on the Junior

Bp -------_-- --- -------- +

8-2 season
The Humboldt State Lumberjacks proved their statistics | »=
the
ating
mark was no fluke by complet ely domin
with Ed White]: ©
against their opponents for the 1961 season
idually.
and Frank Buda leading the Hilltoppers indiv
opponents Ps
their
to
downs
The ’Jacks rolled to 143 first
|
tions|
opposi
the
to
2704
gained
Gold
and
The Humboldt State College wrestling team, with re- 128, and the Green
statistics.
turning lettermen in six weight divisions, is currently work- 2164 in the team
tment, the ‘Jacks pushed across 224] _ :
depar
ng
scori
week.
the
next
In
opens
ing out for the 1961 season which
s and two field
points with 32 touchdowns, 96 extra point
The Lumberjack grapplers will
The two-year HSC mentor has
17 teedees, eight
with
s
goals while the rivals got 113 point
year of

be entering their third
competition in the Far Western

The third guard spot is a toss
up between Pat O’Brien and Tom
Hope. Both are from the Mothers

Ree
:
:
ed out their season on a losing
note they came through with their
fourth
straight
successful
camsetback of the year 10-0 by the paign. Their record over the past
Whitworth
Pirates in a Thanks- four years has been 35-5-1. 7-1-1
giving Day tussle.
‘in 1958, 9-1-0 in 1959, 11-1-0 in
Sarboe had words of praise for 1960 and 8-2 in 1961.
the Central Washington team say- |
“We
had
another
wonderful
ing,
“They
were
a _ very
fine year,” concluded Sarboe. “Even in
team, our kids were really up for \losing I think the other teams
the game and played well. If we will have to say we were tough
would have switched around and to handle. The
kids were
real
played them second they probably outstanding.”
would have beaten us.”
*
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to Dennis
Our vote for defensive lineman of the year goes only two],

*

the tale end of last season,

Humboldt took the measure of
Washington
24-14
and
Central
then
were
handed
their second

6

es

#6

ees

into a

‘‘Our biggest mistake was playing both of the Evergreen
Conference eo-champions (Whitworth and Central Washington) within five days,’’ said head Lumberjack coach Phil

penalized more
felt kinda bad about Humboldt getting ons
on the visiracti
al
than Nevada since we saw sever
d.
calle
tors that were not
@

graduate likes the long jump shot,
and he saw considerable action st

Playing Both Evergreen
Co-Champs in 5 Days
Big Mistake - - Sarboe

got some results.
Humboldt, Nevada game, and we finally
:
h
We quote from the Sagebrus
the Humboldt
‘* Movies of the Wolf Pack’s battle against will not only
s
movie
The
n...
show
be
State Fifteen will
games, but will
show the Pack playing one of their finest
d Humboldt
ente
prev
that
ng
calli
verify the officials bad
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to the

forward spot for his rebounding
games power on defense, but Good will
stand. Both
home
_|game
play most of the offense at one of
will start at 8:15 p.m.
Franny Givins has had his net- | the three guard spots in this years
*™ | ters scrimmaging local town teams offense .

a few odds and ends to wrap up.
University of
We have been watching the Sagebrush, est
since the
Nevada student publication, with some inter

*

side from the guard position.
Another good bet to etart ie
Joe Taylor, The Del Norte High
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sure
The high jump-
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